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Abstract 
Purisch, S., Friendship destroys orderability via clustering pseudogaps, Topology and its Applica- 
tions 44 (1992) 317-324. 
A space equipped with a (total) order is a GO space if it is embeddable by an order preserving 
map into an ordered space. Let X be a GO space with no gaps and no two sided limit points. It 
is shown that X is not orderable if its set of pseudogap points is dense-in-itself and dense in X. 
This result is generalized and utilized to topologically distinguish between certain pairs of orderable 
spaces. Standard techniques fail to distinguish between such pairs. 
Keywords: GO space, totally orderable, pseudogap, friendship function, dense-in-itself, scattered, 
sequence, splitting. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54F05, 06A05; secondary 54A20. 
In [5] it was shown that a GO space is not orderable if it has many pseudogaps, 
e.g., the number of pseudogaps exceeds the density of the GO space. In [4] conditions 
were given under which a GO space is orderable if the closure of its set of pseudogap 
points is scattered. (A space is scattered if it contains no dense-in-itself subset.) 
Also in [4] an example was given of a nonorderable, separable, totally disconnected 
GO space with countably many pseudogap points. This collection of pseudogap 
points is dense-in-itself. 
In the present paper the example in [4] will be generalized to spaces with not 
many pseudogaps. 
For some basic definitions pertaining to order relations see [4,5]. 
Notation. For a GO space (X, S) and p E X, denote {x E X : x < p} and {x E X : p < x} 
by (-co, p) and (p, co), respectively. 
Definition 1. A point p is a pseudogappoint of a GO space (X, S) if (1) p = sup( -00, p) 
but p PA (-co, p) or (2) p = inf(p, co) but p E (-p, co). (That is, the set of open intervals 
containing p is not a neighborhood base for p.) 
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Definition 2. Let X be a T2 space and B c X. A (possibly noncontinuous) function 
f: B + X is a friendship function if it has no fixed point, and D and f(D) have the 
same set of cluster points for every D c B. (We include as a cluster point off(D) 
any point p E f( D) where D n f -‘( p) is infinite.) We call f(b) the friend of b for 
each b E B (in this sense each b is “close to” its friend). 
Lemma 3 [4]. If a GO space X is orderable, then there is a friendship function from 
the set of pseudogap points of X into X. 
Definition 4. A GO space Y is unbalanced if given any two sequences Z and D in 
Y of the same confinality and no convergent proper initial segments such that I is 
increasing, D is decreasing, I < D, and {p: I <p < D} is finite, then at least one of 
these sequences converges but in D = 0. 
From now on let (X, C) be a fixed GO space and P some dense-in-itself set of 
pseudogap points in X. The order relation on any subspace of X is c restricted to 
the subspace unless otherwise stated. 
Definition 5. For p E P define F,, to be the largest convex subset containing p such 
that the interior of F,, is contained in X - I? Then p is said to be unfriendly (relative 
to P) if 
(1) F,=(P) or 
(2) under each admissible order on X either F,, is not convex or has an endpoint 
in int F,,. 
(Hence if X is not orderable, each point of P is unfriendly.) 
Lemma 6. If X is orderable, then in the friendship function described in Lemma 3, 
f(p) can be choosen in P - F, for each unfriendly p E P. 
Proof. Let f’ be a friendship function as defined in Lemma 3, and let p E P be 
unfriendly. Note that for any x E X - F,, there exists X’E P - F,, such that x’ is 
between p and x. Let a be an admissible order on X. If F, = {p}, let p’ = f '( p). If 
F, # {p}, then there exists P’E X - F,, such that relative to 9 either p’ is between p 
and some point of F, -{p} or F,, u {p’} is convex. In either case there exists 
f(p) E P - F, such that f (p) is between p and p’ (relative to s). Of course for p E P 
not unfriendly, let f(p) = f ‘( p). Defined this way, f is a friendship function. 0 
Theorem 7. Let P be unbalanced and each point of P be unfriendly. Then X is not 
orderable. 
Proof. Assume that X is orderable, and let f be a friendship function as defined 
in Lemma 6. Using a “recursive” construction, suppose pp E P has been choosen 
for each p less than some ordinal cy such that both Zp = {min{ p<, f( PC)}: 5 < p} and 
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DP = {max{ PC, f( pE)}: 5 < p} are closed and discrete. If (Y is a nonlimit ordinal, 
there exists pCV E P such that pu and f( p,) are between pm-, and f( pa_,) since there 
are points of P strictly between pCr_, and f( pa_,) by the unfriendliness of pa-, , P 
is dense-in-itself, and p is close to f(p) for each p E Z? If (Y is a limit ordinal, and 
I,, and D,, are closed and discrete, then {p E P: Z, <p < Da} is infinite since p is 
unbalanced. Hence as in the nonlimit case there exists pa E P such that pCx andf( p,) 
are between Z, and D,,. 
Continue until a limit ordinal (Y() (whose cardinality is at most (e(X))‘, where 
e(X) = sup{(DI: D is closed and discrete in X}) is obtained such that exactly one 
of I,,) and D,,,) converges. 
Then P is cofinal in I,,, or coinitial in D,,,,, say cofinal in I,,,. Hence Pn I,,, and 
f( P n I,,,) have different cluster points, contradicting friendship. So X is not 
orderable. q 
Definition 8. A halfgup in a GO space (Y, 5) is a nonempty clopen subset which 
is either an initial segment with no maximum (Zefr gap) or a final segment with no 
minimum (right gap). If a half gap consists of all of Y, it is called an end gap. A 
gap in Y is a pair (A, B) where A is a left gap in Y, B is a right gap in Y, A 4 B, 
and Au B = Y. A point p E Y is a two sided limit point in Y if p is in the closures 
of both (-00, p) and (p, co). 
Definition 9. The coinitiulify of a gap (A, B) (a two sided limit point p, respectively) 
of Y is the least cardinality of a coinitial subset of B (of (p, M), respectively). The 
cojnulity of (A, B) and of p are defined analogously. 
Corollary 10. Let X have no gaps and no two sided limit points. Zf its set of pseudogup 
points is dense-in-itself and dense in X, then X is not orderable. 
Proof. Let P be the set of all pseudogap points in X. Since p = X each F,, = {p}. 
No two sided limit point implies no increasing and decreasing sequences can share 
the same limit point. But at least one of two such sequences approaching each other 
in p must eventually converge since p = X and X has no gaps. 0 
Corollary 11. [f F,, = {p} for all p E P, then X is not orderuble under either of the 
following. 
(1) Each gap and two sided limit point of p has unequal coinitiulity and cojinulity. 
(2) Relative to F each two sided limit point has uncountable character; and if A is 
a left and B a right half gap in p such that A < B, then A has uncountable cojinulity 
or B has uncountable coinitiulity. 
Proof. The proof of condition (1) is essentially that of Corollary 10. Condition (2) 
assures in p the convergence of exactly one of any two monotone sequences which 
approach each other. Hence under condition (2), the proof of Theorem 7 ends at 
the wth stage. 0 
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Lemma 12. Any noncompact orderable space Y has an admissible order under which 
Y has no jrst point. 
Proof. Let 5 be an admissible order on Y. If Y has no first point, we are done. If 
Y has no last point, just reverse the order. However if Y has two endpoints, then 
Y has a gap (A, B) since Y is not compact. So Y has no first point under the 
admissible order 9’ defined as follows: B 9’ A, and g’ is identical to 5 when 
restricted to A and to B (i.e., g’[(A2u B2) = s/(A’u B*)). 0 
Definition 13. An L-order (R-order, respectively) on a subspace A of a GO space 
(Y, 5) is an admissible order 9’ on A such that d’--in(A) (g’-max(A), respec- 
tively) exists and is equal to a - min(A) (9 - max(A), respectively) if the latter 
exists. A is L-orderabfe (R-orderable, respectively) relative to (Y, 5) if there is an 
L-order (R-order, respectively) on A. 
Remark. The following from [4] are needed in the next lemma and Proposition 15. 
The proof of the corollary in [4] shows that there is an admissible order with an 
endpoint on each orderable, totally disconnected, first countable space. Let Y be 
a GO space such that the closure of its set of pseudogap points is scattered. Consider 
(*): each convex closed subset K of Y satisfies (1) K has an admissible order under 
which there is an endpoint, and (2) K is L-orderable (R-orderable, respectively) if 
relative to K the complement of the component of any first (last, respectively) point 
is not compact. (In condition (2) note if K is totally disconnected, p is an endpoint 
of K, and K -{p} is compact, then K is compact and hence both L-orderable and 
R-orderable.) The theorem in [4] states that Y is orderable and its proof, in fact, 
shows that Y satisfies (*) if on each clopen orderable subspace A there is an 
admissible order under which A has an endpoint. Hence if Y is totally disconnected 
and first countable, then it is both L- and R-orderable. 
Lemma 14. Let (Y 9) be a GO space which is orderable, jirst countable, and totally 
disconnected. Each convex subset of Y is both L- and R-orderable. 
Proof. Let K be a convex subset of Y. If K is compact, then g restricted to K is 
both an L- and an R-order. So let K be noncompact. Since K is first countable 
and totally disconnected, there is a partition {A,,: n E CIJ} of the set of nonend points 
of K into clopen (in Y) sets. Under any admissible order on Y restricted to any 
of the clopen A,,, the set of pseudogap points has scattered closure (in fact it is 
closed and discrete). Hence each A,, has an admissible order sn by the remark. Let 
g’ be that order on K which fixes any first and last point, extends each g,,, and 
A, g’ A, iff A,, 9 A, for each m, n E: w. Then (K, 9’) is a GO space such that any 
pseudogap point is an endpoint of K or an endpoint of some A,,. Therefore the set 
of pseudogap points of (K, s’) has scattered closure. (In fact K’s endpoints are the 
only possible accumulation points of its set of pseudogap points.) Hence K is both 
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L- and R-orderable with respect to 9’ by the remark, and so K is both L- and 
R-orderable with respect to 5. q 
There is no simple characterization of an unfriendly point unless X is first 
countable and totally disconnected. 
Proposition 15. Let X be orderable and totally disconnected, and p E P such that 
F,, # {p}. Then p is unfriendly if (1) Fr is sequentially compact and locally compact, 
and (2) F,, - {p} is open in X ifs F, has an even number of half gaps. Conversely if 
X is$rst countable and p is unfriendly, then conditions (1) and (2) hold. 
Proof. Without loss of generality let p be the left endpoint of F,,. Then p E 
~ - 
(--oo,P)-(P,~h 
Note that under any admissible order on X under which F,, is convex, p and any 
other boundary point of F,, remain endpoints of F,,. 
First let conditions (1) and (2) hold. By condition (l), F,, has a finite number n 
of half gaps, and each of its left (right, respectively) gaps contains a cofinal order 
preserving (coinitial order reversing, respectively) copy of an uncountable regular 
ordinal. Since every two closed unbounded subsets of an uncountable regular ordinal 
intersect, the number of half gaps remains n under any admissible reordering of X. 
Under any admissible order on X which keeps F,, convex, half gaps are paired 
as adjacent left gaps and right gaps (i.e., as gaps) with possibly an end gap as the 
only exception. Hence, if n is odd such an order would leave p as the only endpoint 
of F,,; if n is even such an order would leave F,, with two endpoints. Therefore 
under any admissible order on X, condition (2) implies that either F,, is not convex, 
or n is even and F, has an endpoint in int F,,. That is, p is unfriendly. 
Conversely let p be unfriendly and X be first countable. 
By Lemma 14 each convex subset of X is both L-orderable and R-orderable. Let 
=z, be an R-order on (-co, p]. Let Q = n {( x, 00): x E int F,,}. If Q is nonempty, then 
any first point of Q is in F, by the definition of F,. If F,, has a second boundary 
pointq,thenF,-{p}=(p,q]andQ=[q,co);solet~,beanR-orderof(p,q]and 
<3 be an L-order of [q, ~0). However, if F,, has no second boundary point, both 
F,, -{p} and (the final segment) Q are clopen and noncompact since p e! ( p, ~0) and 
Q has no first point. In this case by Lemma 12 there are admissible orders c2 and 
s3 on Fr -{p} and Q respectively under which neither F, -{p} nor Q has a first 
point; moreover, F,, -{p} has no last point under s2 since otherwise an order 
extending G, , c3, and the reverse of sZ (as in the next sentence) would contradict 
p being unfriendly. 
In either case define s’ to be that order which extends d, , s2, and s3 such that 
(-co, p] <’ F,, S’ Q. Then (X, G’) is a GO space with F,, convex and p as the only 
pseudogap point. 
For the remainder of this proof the assumed order is G’ unless stated otherwise. 
Suppose F, were not locally compact. Then there exists r E F,, -{p} such that r 
has no compact neighborhood. By the first countability of X there is a sequence 
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{cnln~, of convex subsets of F, each with no endpoint, and without loss of generality 
the sequence partitions (p, r) and C,, < C,,, for each n (since otherwise just reverse 
the order on some convex clopen initial segment 0 of F,, -{p} where r E 0 and 0 
has no last point). Let 6, be an L-order on each C,,. If each C,, has two endpoints 
under s,,, then g is an admissible order on X where 9 and s’ are identical when 
restricted to X - (p, r), 5 extends each 6,, and p 9 C,, a C,,,, a r for each n. If 
there is a first m such that C,,, has only one endpoint under s,,,, then g is an 
admissible order on X where p g C, s (p, r) - C,,, 9 r, and 9 and G’ are identical 
when restricted to X - C,,. Hence, in either case the unfriendliness of p is contra- 
dicted. So FP is locally compact. 
Now suppose F,, were not sequentially compact. By the last paragraph F,, is 
locally compact. Then there is a clopen convex subset 0 of F,, - {p}, and a monotone 
sequence {D,],,, of intervals of 0 each with two endpoints such that the sequence 
partitions 0. Then 9 is an admissible order which is just G’ when restricted to 
X-U{&: n < W} and when restricted to each DZnr and p s Dzm 5 DZmtZg 
(F, -{p}) -U {D?,,: n < o} for each m < w. Again the unfriendliness of p is contra- 
dicted. So F,, is also sequentially compact, i.e., condition (1) is satisfied. 
For the following see the discussion in paragraphs 3 and 4 of this proof. Condition 
(1) implies that FP has finitely many half gaps, and F,, - {p} is a right gap in F, 
with respect to s’ which is not paired up with any left gap. So if FP has an even 
number of half gaps, F,, -{p} is also a left gap in F,, with respect to s’; i.e., F,, has 
no right endpoint with respect to s’, and so FP -{p} is open in X. If F,, has an odd 
number of half gaps, it has a last point q with respect to s’. In this case the 
construction of s’ and definition of F,, indicates that q is a boundary point of F,, 
and hence F,, -{p} is not open in X. So condition (2) holds. 0 
Theorem 7 considers the converse of the theorem in [4] (stated in the remark) 
only when the set of pseudogap points of a GO space is not scattered. The next 
result relaxes that condition. 
Definition 16. Let Y be a GO space and A and B be subsets of Y. Then A is order 
two sided relative to B in Y if for each distinct a E A and JJ E Y there is an element 
of B strictly between a and y. 
Theorem 17. Let Y be a GO space, S a set of pseudogap points of Y, and T c 3 such 
that T is dense-in-itself and S is order two sided relative to Tin Y. If 3 is unbalanced, 
then Y is not orderable. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 7 noting that a friendship function 
f: S + T exists. Cl 
Definition 18. If Y is an ordered space and S c Y, then the ordered space a,Y 
obtained by splitting the points of S in Y is (Yx{O})u(Sx{l}) ordered 
lexicographically. 
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The following proposition is used in [3] to distinguish between two nonhomeomor- 
phic splittings of an ordered space by focusing on the orderability of certain 
subspaces. 
Proposition 19. Let Y be a connected ordered space and S c Y such that Y - S is not 
scattered. Then a,Y is not homeomorphic to a,Y (the “double arrow” of Y). 
Proof. a,Y is totally disconnected. If S is not dense in Y, a,Y is not totally 
disconnected and hence not homeomorphic to a,Y. Now assume that S is dense 
in Y. Without loss of generality let S contain no endpoint of Y. 
Suppose there existed a homeomorphism h : a,Y+ a,Y Then there would exist 
D c Y - S such that D is dense-in-itself, and h( D x (0)) c Y x (0) or h( D x {0}) c 
Y x {l}, say h(D x (0)) c Y x (0). Since D x (0) is codense with no jumps in a, Y, 
a,sY - (D x (0)) is an ordered space with the order inherited from a, Y. However by 
Corollary11 (condition(l)),thespace h(a,Y-(Dx{O}))=a.Y-h(Dx{O})isnot 
orderable since (with the order inherited from a,Y) the set of pseudogap points of 
a,Y - h(D X(O)) is dense-in-itself, there are no two sided limit points, and each 
half gap is a right gap. This is a contradiction. 0 
Note. If the density of Y is less than its cardinality and 1 Y - SI = 1 Y/, then Proposition 
19 is proved simply by noting that every subset of a,Y of card Y has weight equal 
to card Y while in a, Y the weight of ( Y-S) x (0) is the density of Y. This follows 
since the weight of a GO space equals its density plus the cardinality of its set of 
its non two sided limit points. (For ordered space see the insert of [ 11. This 
immediately generalizes to GO spaces.) 
The proof of Proposition 19 is also a proof of the following generalization. 
Proposition 20. Let Y and Z be locally compact ordered spaces such that the set of 
two sided limit points of Y is scattered while the set of two sided limit points of Z is 
not scattered. Then Y is not homeomorphic to Z. 
Example 21. There is an orderable GO space Y whose set of pseudogap points is 
dense-in-itself and dense in Y. Let C be the Cantor set and Y = {p E C: the set in 
C of points less than p is not closed}. Then the set of pseudogap points of Y is 
the countable set of left endpoints of the open intervals removed from the unit 
interval to create C. Hence this set is dense-in-itself and dense in Y. As a totally 
disconnected subspace of the real line, Y is orderable (see [2]). 
Example 22. There is an orderable GO space Z without gaps or two sided limit 
points such that the set S of pseudogap points of Z is dense-in-itself and s is 
unbalanced. However no point of S is unfriendly. 
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Let R be the real line. Giving R x (o + 2) the lexicographic order topology, let 
2 = R x (w + 2) - {(r, w): r E R}. Then S = {(r, w + 1): r E R}, and S is dense-in-itself. 
s= S u {(Y, 0): r E R} is isomorphic to the double arrow space R x (0, 1) which is 
clearly unbalanced. 
For each rE R let 4,. be an admissible order on F, = {(r, n): n < w} u {(r, w + I)} 
with first point (r, 0) and last point (r, w + 1). This can be done since {(r, n): 0 < n < w} 
is clopen and discrete. Define an admissible order g on Z as follows. F, 5 F,, for 
each r < r’, and 9 extends each 6,. Hence under 9 every I, is convex with its 
endpoints being its boundary points. Therefore no point of S is unfriendly. 
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